Cutting edge science
transforms natural
ingredients into clinically
proven results.

The importance of keeping a
hygienic daily routine for your baby.
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The sensitivity of baby’s
skin barrier requires
specialized cleansing
Cleansing with water alone can be ineffective, as it
only removes water soluble substances.1
Cleansers contain surfactants which enable removal
of fat soluble materials (i.e. faeces)
In a solution, surfactants form sphere-like structures
called micelles
Optimal baby cleansers contain surfactants which
form large micelles that increase mildness, cannot
easily penetrate the skin and are unlikely to irritate
baby skin.2
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A hygienic daily routine with specially designed
baby cleansers will wash away dirt and bacteria
while protecting baby skin from dryness1

1. Lavender T, et al. Infant skin-cleansing product versus water: A pilot randomized, assessor-blinded controlled trial. BMC Pediatrics. 2011;11:35.
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Bath time is the ideal opportunity to ensure
healthy skin and developmental benefits
A simple 2-step daily routine can help promote the development of healthy baby skin.1
Step 1

Johnson’s®
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routine
2-stepstrengthens
daily routine
baby’s
first line of
to strengthen
defense
baby’s
first1line of
defence.1

Cleanse

Clean skin with water and
cleanser specially-formulated for
baby’s delicate skin

Step 2

Protect

Moisturise with a product specially
formulated to protect and enhance
baby’s skin barrier

CLEANSE + PROTECT = PREVENT + THRIVE
Keep baby’s skin
healthy with this
daily routine

Prevent

Thrive

Healthy skin is a part of ensuring
baby's overall health
Help prevent the risk of pathogens
Baby will benefit from a protective
penetrating the skin by cleansing
massaging routine using
and applying emollient products that
a moisturizer while helping
strengthen and enhance the skin barrier
baby’s development2
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Emollients can strengthen and enhance the
health of baby skin, reducing the risk of
pathogens penetrating the skin.5
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Why is the skin’s PH level important?
At birth, skin surface in full-term new-borns has a neutral pH (6.34-7.5), which falls in the ﬁrst 2-weeks of life and becomes
more acidic at pH 5.0, similar to the skin surface pH of 4.0-6.7 found in adults.1
At birth, skin is more vulnerable to dryness and compromised to skin irritation due to the neutral neutral pH (6.34 - 7.5)
When pH starts to turn acidic, the skin is better protected. 2

pH Scale measures the acidity or alkalinity of a substance
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Soaps are typically alkaline and can
also increase the pH of infant skin
and disturb the acid mantle for up to
30 minutes.4
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Increasing Alkalinity

Rinsing with even slightly alkaline tap
water can raise skin pH for several
hours, reducing the function of
the acid mantle and promoting the
breakdown of the skin barrier.3

A mild cleanser can help restore the pH balance on baby skin
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